Recent work by Kilmer and Martin, [10] and Braman [2] provides a setting in which the familiar tools of linear algebra can be extended to better understand third-order tensors. Continuing along this vein, this paper investigates further implications including: 1) a bilinear operator on the matrices which is nearly an inner product and which leads to definitions for length of matrices, angle between two matrices and orthogonality of matrices and 2) the use of t-linear combinations to characterize the range and kernel of a mapping defined by a third-order tensor and the t-product and the quantification of the dimensions of those sets. These theoretical results lead to the study of orthogonal projections as well as an effective Gram-Schmidt process for producing an orthogonal basis of matrices. The theoretical framework also leads us to consider the notion of tensor polynomials and their relation to tensor eigentuples defined in [2] . Implications for extending basic algorithms such as the power method, QR iteration, and Krylov subspace methods are discussed. We conclude with two examples in image processing: using the orthogonal elements generated via a Golub-Kahan iterative bidiagonalization scheme for facial recognition and solving a regularized image deblurring problem.
1. Introduction. The term tensor, as used in the context of this paper, refers to a multi-dimensional array of numbers, sometimes called an n-way or n-mode array. If, for example, A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 then we say A is a third-order tensor where order is the number of ways or modes of the tensor. Thus, matrices and vectors are secondorder and first-order tensors, respectively. Third-order (and higher) tensors arise in a wide variety of application areas, including, but not limited to, chemometrics [24] , psychometrics [13] , and image and signal processing [5, 15, 23, 17, 8, 20, 29, 28, 30] . Various tensor decompositions such as CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) [4, 7] , TUCKER [26] , and Higher-Order SVD [14] have been developed to facilitate the extension of linear algebra tools to this multilinear context. For a thorough review of tensor decompositions and their applications, see [11] .
Recent work by Kilmer, Martin [10] and Braman [2] provides an alternative setting in which the familiar tools of linear algebra can be extended to better understand third-order tensors. Specifically, in [9] and [10] the authors define a multiplication operation which is closed on the set of third-order tensors. This multiplication allows tensor factorizations which are analogs of matrix factorizations such as SVD, QR and eigendecompostions. In addition, [2] defines a free module of matrices (or n × 1 × n tensors) over a commutative ring where the elements are vectors (or 1 × 1 × n tensors) and shows that every linear transformation upon that space can be represented by multiplication by a third-order tensor. Thus, the significant contribution of those papers is the development of a framework which allows new extensions of familiar matrix analysis to the multilinear setting while avoiding the loss of information inherent in matricization or flattening of the tensor.
Continuing along this vein, this paper investigates further implications of this new point of view. In particular, we develop new constructs that lead us ultimately (see Section 6) to the extension of traditional Krylov methods to applications involving third order tensors. We should note that we are not the first to consider extensions of Krylov methods to tensor computation. Other recent work in this area includes the work in [21, 22] . Our methods are different than their work, however, because we rely on the t-product construct in [10] to generate the space in which we are looking for solutions, which makes more sense in the context of the applications we will discuss. The algorithms we present here are in the spirit of a proof-of-concept that are consistent with our new theoretical framework. The numerical results are intended to show the potential suitablity in a practical sense. However, in order to maintain the paper's focus, the important but subtle and complicated numerical analysis of the algorithms in finite precision are left for future work.
This paper is organized as follows. After establishing basic definitions and notation in Section 2, Section 3 presents a bilinear operator on the module of matrices. This operator leads to definitions for length of matrices, for a tube of angles between two matrices and for orthogonality of matrices. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of t-linear combinations in order to characterize the range and kernel of a third-order tensor and to quantify the dimensions of those sets, thus defining a tensor's multi-rank and multi-nullity. These theoretical results lead, in Section 5 to the study of orthogonal projections and an effective Gram-Schmidt process for producing an orthogonal basis of matrices. In Section 6 we consider tensor polynomials and computation of tensor eigendecompositions, and Krylov methods. We utilize the constructs from the previous section in the context of two image processing problems, facial recognition and deblurring, in 7. We give concluding remarks in 8.
Preliminaries.
In this section, we give the basic definitions from [10] , and introduce the notation used in the rest of the paper.
It will be convenient to break a tensor A in R ×m×n up into various slices and tubal elements, and to have an indexing on those. The ith lateral slice will be denoted A i whereas the jth frontal slice will be denoted A (j) . In terms of Matlab indexing notation, this means A i ≡ A(:, i, :), which is a tensor, while A (j) ≡ A(:, :, j), which is a matrix.
We use the notation a ik to denote the i, kth tube in A; that is a ik = A(i, k, :). The jth entry in that tube is a (j) ik . Indeed, these tubes have special meaning for us in the present work, as they will play a role similar to scalars in R. Thus, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.
1. An element c ∈ R 1×1×n is called a tubal-scalar of length n. In order to discuss multiplication between two tensors and to understand the basics of the algorithms we consider here, we first must introduce the concept of converting A ∈ R ×m×n into a block circulant matrix. If A ∈ R ×m×n with × m frontal slices then
. . . A
. . .
is a block circulant matrix of size n × mn. We anchor the MatVec command to the frontal slices of the tensor. MatVec(A) takes an × m × n tensor and returns a block n × m matrix, whereas the fold command undoes this operation
A (2) . . .
When we are dealing with matrices, the vec command unwraps the matrix into a vector by column stacking, so that in Matlab notation vec(A) ≡ A(:).
The following was introduced in [9, 10] : Definition 2.2. Let A be × p × n and B be p × m × n. Then the t-product A * B is the × m × n tensor
Note that in general, the t-product of two tensors will not commute. There is one special exception in which the t-product always commutes: the case when = p = m = 1, that is, when the tensors are tubal-scalars.
From a theoretical and a practical point of view, it now behooves us to understand the role of the Fourier transform in this setting. It is well-known that block circulant matrices can be block diagonalized by using the Fourier transform. Mathematically, this means that if F denotes the n×n (normalized) DFT matrix, then for A ∈ R ×m×n , there exist n, × m matricesÂ (i) , possibly with complex entries, such that
But as the notation in the equation is intended to indicate, it is not necessary to form circ(A) explicitly to generate the matricesÂ (i) . Using Matlab notation, definê A := fft(A, [ ], 3) as the tensor obtained by applying the FFT along each tubalelement of A. ThenÂ (i) :=Â(:, :, i). It follows from (2.1) that to compute C = A * B, for example, we could 1 computeÂ andB, then perform matrix multiplies of individual pairs of faces of these to give the faces ofĈ, and then C = ifft(C, [ ], 3) .
For the remainder of the paper, the hat notation is used to indicate that we are referencing the object after having taking an FFT along the third dimension.
The following is a consequence of (2.1) that was utilized in [9] and [10] to establish the existence of certain matrix factorizations.
Observation 2.3. Factorizations of A, such as the T-QR and T-SVD (written A = Q * R and A = U * S * V T , respectively) are created (at least implicitly) by factoring the blocks on the block diagonal of the right-hand side of (2.1). For example,
). The following special case of this will be important. 3) , where of two tubal-scalars means point-wise multiplication.
For reference, we recall the conjugate symmetry of the Fourier transform. That is, if v ∈ R 1×1×n , thenv satisfies the following:
• If n is even, then for i = 2, . . . , n/2,
). This means for, say, n odd and i > 1, thatÂ
). This provides a savings in computational time in computing a tensor factorization: for example, to compute A = Q * R, we would only need to compute individual matrix QR's for about half the faces ofÂ.
Before moving on, we need a few more definitions from [10] and examples. Definition 2.5. If A is × m × n, then A T is the m × × n tensor obtained by transposing each of the frontal slices and then reversing the order of transposed frontal slices 2 through n.
It is particularly interesting and illustrative to consider the t-product C = A T * A.
Example 2.6. Define C = A T * A. We could compute this via n matrix products in the Fourier domain. But, given how the tensor transpose is defined, and because of the conjugate symmetry, this meansĈ Clearly, C as defined in the previous example is symmetric positive definite. For completeness, we include here the definitions of the identity tensor and orthogonal tensor from [9] .
Definition 2.8. The n × n × identity tensor I nn is the tensor whose frontal slice is the n × n identity matrix, and whose other frontal slices are all zeros.
Definition 2.9. When it is not invertible, then as we will see, the kernel of the operator induced by the t-product will be nontrivial. For convenience, we will denote by e 1 the tubal-scalar which defines the (i, i) tubal entry of I.
A New View on Tensors.
One observation that is central to the work presented here is that tensors in R m×1×n are simply matrices in R m×n , oriented laterally. (See Figure 2. 1.) Similarly, we can twist the matrix on the right of Figure  2 .1 to a R m×1×n . In a physical sense, if you were to stare at such a laterally oriented matrix straight on, you would only see a length-m column vector. Because these laterally oriented matrices play a crucial role in our analysis, we will therefore use the notation X to denote a tensor in R m×1×n . To go back and forth between elements in R m×1×n and elements of R m×n , we introduce two operators: squeeze and twist 2 . The squeeze operation works on a tensor X in R m×1×n just as it does in Matlab: whereas the twist operation is the inverse of squeeze twist(squeeze( X )) = X .
From this point on we will use K m n to denote the set of all real m × n matrices oriented as m × 1 × n tensors. This notation is reminiscent of the notation R m for vectors of length m, where the subscript in our notation has been introduced to denote the length of the tubes in the third dimension.
Because of this one-to-one correspondence between elements of R m×1×n and elements of R m×n , if we talk about a third-order tensor operating on a matrix, we mean formally, a third-order tensor acting on an element of K m n . Likewise, the concept of orthogonal matrices is defined using the equivalent set K m n , etc. When m = 1, elements of K m n are just tubes of length n. For the sake of convenience, in this case we will drop the superscript when describing the collection of such objects: that is, a is understood to be an element of K n . Note that if one were viewing elements a directly from the front, one would see only a scalar. Furthermore, as noted in the previous section, elements of K n commute. These two facts support the "tubal-scalar" naming convention used in the previous section.
Note that tubal-scalars can be thought of as the "elementary" components of tensors in the sense that A ∈ R ×m×n is simply an × m matrix of length-n tubalscalars. Thus, we adopt the notation that A ∈ K ×m n , where K ×m n ≡ R ×m×n , but the former is more representative of A as a matrix of tubal-scalars. Note that X ∈ K m n is a vector of length-n tubal-scalars.
This view has the happy consequence of consistency with the observations in [10] that 1. multiplications, factorizations, etc. based on the t-product reduce to the standard matrix operations and factorizations when n = 1, 2. outer-products of matrices are well-defined 3. given X , Y ∈ K m n , X T * Y is a scalar. We have more to say about this operation in Section 3.
Mapping
Matrices to Matrices. In [10] , it was noted that for A ∈ R ×m×n , X ∈ R m×p×n , A * X defines a linear map from the space of m × p × n tensors to the space of × p × n tensors. In the context of the matrix factorizations presented in [10] , (see also [2] ), the authors also noted that when p > 1:
Thus it is natural to specifically consider the action of third order tensors on matrices, where those matrices are oriented as m × 1 × n tensors.
In particular, taking p = 1, this means that the t-product defines a linear operator from the set of all m×n matrices to ×n matrices [2] , where those matrices are oriented laterally. In other words, the linear operator T described by the t-product with A is a mapping T : K m n → K n . If = m, T will be invertible when A is invertible. Let us now investigate what the definitions in Section 2 imply when specifically applied to elements of K m n (which, according to the previous discussion, we can think of interchangably as elements of R m×n ).
3. Inner Products, Norms and Orthogonality of Matrices . In the following, uppercase letters to describe the matrix equivalent of an m × 1 × n tensor. In terms of our previous definitions, for example, X := squeeze( X ).
Suppose that X , Y ∈ K m n . Then a := X T * Y ∈ K n . In [10] , the authors refer to this as an inside product in analogy with the notion of an inner product. Indeed, with the appropriate definition of "conjugacy" we can use this observation to determine a bilinear form on
Of course, , does not produce a map to the reals, and so in the traditional sense does not define an inner product. Indeed, X , X is a 1 × 1 × n tensor and it is possible for X , X to have negative entries, so the standard notion of positivity of the bilinear form does not hold.
On the other hand, the (1,1,1) entry in X , X , denoted X , X (1) , is given by
where X is the m × n equivalent of X and the transpose and multiplication operations in the latter are over matrices. In other words, X , X (1) is the square of the Frobenius norm of X (likewise of X). Thus, it is zero only when X is 0, and otherwise, it must be non-negative.
Using the definition of * , X = squeeze( X ), and using x j to denote a column of X (with similar definitions for Y and Y j )
where Z is the upshift matrix, andẐ
H is a diagonal matrix with powers of roots of unity on the diagonal, since Z is circulant.
We make the following definition. Definition 3.2. Given X = 0 ∈ K m n , and X = twist(X), the length of X is given as
Note that X can only have unit length if X , X = e 1 . Note also that when n = 1, so that X is in R m , this definition coincides with the 2-norm of that vector. Now we can define a tube of angles between two matrices. Definition 3.3. Given nonzero X , Y ∈ K m n , the tubal angle between them is given implicitly by the tube
where | · | is understood to be component-wise absolute value. Note that when n = 1, so that X , Y are in R m , this definition coincides with the usual notion of angle between two vectors. Otherwise, we have effectively a length-n tube of angles (i.e. a length n vector) describing the orientation of one matrix relative to the another (see next section for more details).
In the next two examples, we show why it is important to keep track of an entire tuple of angles.
If we let A(:, 1, :) = X; A(:, 2, :) = Y , then in the first case, the tensor is not invertible (and thus certainly not orthogonal) while in the second, the tensor is orthogonal. This might seem odd, since in both examples, vec(X) ⊥ vec(Y ). The difference is that in "vecing", we would remove the inherent multidimensional nature of the objects. As we will see, it is possible to construct any 2 × 2 matrix from an appropriate combination of the X and Y in the second example, but it is not be possible to construct any 2 × 2 matrix from the same type of combination using X and Y in the first example. The angles in some sense are a measure of how close to Z j−1 -conjugate each of the rows of X, Y are to each other. In particular, if X, Y are such that their respective rows are all pairwise orthogonal to each other,
, as in these two examples. However, in the first example, x
Thus, to truly have a consistency in the definition of a pair of orthogonal matrices, we need all the angles to be π/2. That is, our orthogonal matrix set should be characterized by the fact that they really have a high degree of row-wise conjugacies, which implicitly accounts for the being able to describe any element of K m n with only m elements using the notion of a t-linear combination, introduced in the next section.
Using the bilinear form, the definition of orthogonal tensors in Definition 2.9, Observation 2.11, and the geometry, we are in a position to define what we mean by orthogonal matrices. Definition 3.6. Given a collection of k, m × n matrices X j , with corresponding tensors X j = twist(X j ), the collection is called orthogonal if
where α i is a non-zero scalar. The set is orthonormal if
This definition is consistent with our earlier definition of an orthogonality for tensors in that, U ∈ R l×m×n is an orthogonal tensor if and only if the lateral slices { U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U m } form an orthonormal set of matrices. Note that
• Every element of an orthonormal set of matrices has unit length, X i = 1.
• All components of the tubal angle between a pair of orthonormal matrices are π/2.
• In general, some of the angles will be non-zero, even if X = Y, which is in contrast to standard linear algebra, when we expect that if v ∈ R n is a nonzero vector the angle between v and itself is 0. Note that if < X , X >= αe 1 , the first angle is 0 while the rest are π/2.
4. Linear Combinations with Tubal-Scalars, Range and Kernel . In the previous section, we gave a definition of a set of orthogonal matrices in K m n . In analogy with standard linear algebra and in light of the framework we've set up, one would hope that if the orthogonal set contains m elements, we should be able to reconstruct any element in K m n from those m elements. That is obviously not the case if we consider "linear combination" in the traditional sense, with the scalars as elements of R. However, it will be the case if we consider what we will call t-linear combinations, where tubal-scalars now take the role of scalars.
Note that the order of multiplication is important, as in general c j * X j will not be defined unless m = 1. We will address this annoyance in a later section, when being able to move the tubal-scalar becomes important.
One nice feature of the t-linear combination is that it can be written in terms of a product of a third order tensor with a matrix. For example, the t-linear combination above gives
where C has c 1 , . . . , c k as its k rows and X ∈ R m×k×n . Given that we now have a concept of t-linear combination the notion of a set of building blocks for matrices, and since we know that * defines a linear map from the set of matrices to matrices, we move on to trying to characterize the range and kernel of that map.
4.1. Tubal-rank, Range and Kernel. There is one important sense in which tubal-scalars differ from elements in R. Even though a may have all non-zero entries, a may not be invertible 3 . According to the definition, a is only invertible if there exists b such that a * b = b * a = e 1 . But this is equivalent to saying that ifâ is obtained by Fourier transforming a in the third dimension, the resulting tubal-scalar can have no zeros (a can have no zero Fourier coefficients).
In order to appropriately characterize the range, denoted R(A), and kernel, denoted N (A), of the map defined by tensor A, it is necessary to capture information about the dimensionality that is not obvious directly from viewing a tensor as a matrix of tubal-scalars. That is, we want to separate tubal-scalars that are invertible from those that are not.
Definition 4.2. Suppose b ∈ K n . Then its tubal-rank is the number of its non-zero Fourier coefficients.If its tubal-rank is n, we say it is invertible, if it is less than n, it is not. In particular, the tubal-rank is 0 iff b = 0.
We will use the tensor SVD, or t-SVD introduced in [10] to characterize R(A) and N (A) for A ∈ R ×m×n . The authors show there exists an × × n orthogonal U, an × m × n f-diagonal S and m × m × n orthogonal V such that It is worth noting that the t-SVD can be derived using (2.1). Specifically, the tensors U, S, V are derived from individual matrix SVDs in Fourier space: that is,
has rank r i < min( , m), then for j ≥ r i ,ŝ jj has a 0 in the ith position -i.e. s jj has at least one zero Fourier coefficient, and therefore s jj is not invertible. If all the faces ofÂ have ranks less than min( , m), then there will be at least one s jj which is identically 0 because all n of its Fourier coefficients are zero. However, we will need a way of keeping track of the s jj that have zero Fourier coefficients but which are not necessarily equal to 0 if we want to specify something useful about the range and/or kernel.
Let p = min( , m). Ideally, we would like to be able to describe the range of A in terms of a t-linear combination of a subset of the U i , and the kernel in terms of a subset of the V i . As we will see, this will be sufficient in the case when all the non-zero s i are invertible. But when there are some non-zero s i which are not invertible, we will have to take special care. Indeed, observe that for any
where the term in parenthesis is a tubal-scalar. Hence, the range of A is a t-linear combination of the U i . However, the range is special because each term in parenthesis will have zero Fourier coefficients exactly where each s i has zero Fourier coefficients.
Clearly, there are p = min( , m) singular tuples. Let ρ i denote the tubal-rank of s i . Note that the tubal-rank cannot increase with increasing index i, so 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider two cases: when there are non-zero, noninvertible singular tuples, and when there are not. Case I: Suppose the first j ≤ p singular tuples have tubal rank n, and the last p − j have tubal rank 0. Recall that circ(A) is n × mn. Then in this case dim(R(circ(A))) = nj and so and in terms of tensors, this means it must be possible to find a solution to
for any tubal-scalars c i . Thus we conclude that in this case, the first j columns of U provide a "basis" (in the traditional sense) for Range(A). We note that dim(N (circ(A))) = nm−nj = n(m−j), so the last m−j V j map to 0. Likewise, any t-linear combination of these maps to 0 by linearity of * . Case II: Suppose that the first j, j = p, singular tuples are invertible, that singular tuples j + 1 through j + k are non-zero but not invertible, and singular tuples j + k + 1 through p are 0 (if k = p, there are no zero singular tuples).
The equation
is solvable only if c i , i = j + 1, . . . , j + k has zero Fourier coefficients in exactly the same positions as the zero Fourier coefficients of s ii for those terms. In other words, we need
but there are other vectors that map to zero as well. For example, let c i be a tubalscalar that has zero Fourier coefficients where s ii , for j + 1 ≤ i ≤ j + k, has non-zero Fourier coefficients, and 1's where s ii has zero Fourier coefficients. Then
This analysis shows that the number of elements in necessary to generate any element in R(A) is the number of non-zero singular-tuples (whether or not those tuples are invertible), while the number of elements necessary to generate an arbitrary element of N (A) is equal to m − p plus the number of non-zero and non-invertible singular tuples, and so a traditional rank plus nullity theorem does not hold if we consider the "dimension" of R(A) as the min/max number of matrices necessary to generate any element in the set, and similarly for N (A). However we define dimension it should be consistent with the multi-rank of the matrix.
Thus, we set dim(R(A)) := ρ(A) 1 , dim(N (A)) := η(A) 1 , and under this convention, it will always be the case that dim(R(A)) + dim(N (A)) = nm.
Finally, we set a notion of conditioning for a tensor that is consistent with these concepts.
Definition 4.5. If A ∈ R ×m×n , its condition number is infinite if m > or if the multi-nullity vector is non-zero (i.e. η(A) 1 > 0). If the condition number is not infinite, then the condition vector is well defined and is given by the length n vector with entries defined by the condition numbers of each of the respectiveÂ (i) .
Orthogonal Projectors and Gram-Schmidt for Orthogonal
Matrices. Now that we understand how to define the range and kernel in terms of t-linear combinations, you might ask whether it is possible to design orthogonal projectors onto the spaces.
Consistent with the concept of projectors with respect to matrices: Definition 5.1. P is a projector if P 2 = P * P = P and it is orthogonal if
T defines an orthogonal projector, as does I − P. Note that when A T * A is invertible, A * (A T * A) −1 * A T is an orthogonal projector onto R(A).
It is natural to think about a classical Gram-Schmidt process for generating an orthonormal set of matrices. The key, however, to doing it correctly is the normalization. That is, given a non-zero X ∈ K m n , we need to be able to write X = V * a where V = 1 (or, in other words, V, V = e 1 ). This would be the same as taking vec(X) and making it P j−1 -conjugate, for all 1 < j ≤ n. Consider the following normalization algorithm. Note that a (j) is a scalar (the jth frontal face of the 1 × 1 × n tensor a), and if X is m × 1 × n, X (j) is the jth frontal face of X , which is vector of length m.
The following classical Gram-Schmidt algorithm takes A ∈ R ×m×n with ≥ m as input and returns the factorization A = Q * R, where Q is ×m×n has orthonormal "columns" Q k , k = 1 : m (e.g. m orthogonal matrices), and R is m × m × n f-upper triangular. The tubes on the diagonal of R correspond to normalization terms.
Algorithm CGS
This algorithm is consistent with the tensor QR factorization introduced in [9, 10] and described in the first section.
Having introduced the concept of orthogonal projectors, it is straightforward to derive the modified Gram-Schmidt analogue of this so we will leave this exercise to the reader.
Tensor polynomials, Computation of Tensor Eigendecomposition, Krylov Subspace Methods .
To motivate the work in this section, let us consider the case when the tensorÂ has diagonalizable faces; that is,
It follows that if the invertible tensorX and f-diagonal tensorD are defined facewise asX
, that, upon taking the IFFT along tubes, we have an eigendecomposition [2] :
Using Observation 2.11, we have an eigen-pair relationship,
A word of caution to the reader. Eigenvalue decomposition for tensors means different things to different researchers (see [12, 16, 18, 19] , for example). In some scenarios, one really does desire a single scalar eigenvalue and an eigenvector of length n. Our approach differs in that we are looking for eigentuples d jj and their corresponding eigenmatrices X j . In our case, eigendecompositions can exist even when m = n.
The first question one might ask is when can we expect the conditions above to occur. Recall from the first section that the faces ofÂ ≡B T * B are Hermitian semi-definite. Thus, if A = B T * B for some tensor B, such an eigendecomposition exists. The next question is, what is the value in knowing this? It has been shown in [10, 3, 6 ] that the t-SVD is useful in image processing applications. In analogy with the matrix case, it is easy to show that there is a connection between the t-SVD of B and the eigendecompositions of B T * B and B * B T . This suggests that efficient algorithms to compute eigenpairs can be used to compute full or partial t-SVDs.
In eigencomputation, it becomes convenient to be able to move tubal-scalar multiplication to the left.
Definition 6.1. Let a be a 1 × 1 × n tubal-scalar. Then a, a, . . . , a) is the m × m × n f-diagonal tensor with a constant tubal-scalar a down the diagonal. Note that the ith frontal slice is given by a(1, 1, i)I m . Where the frontal dimension m is obvious, we drop the 2nd subscript. We note that an alternative is to adopt the conventions in the paper [2] , adjusted for dimension. In this work, however, we prefer not to introduce new multiplication notation and thus keep the original orientation.
Lemma: Given X ∈ R m×1×n , and a ∈ R 1×1×n ,
This is convenient for the following reason. Consider the eigenequation A * X = X * d. We have
Recall that every diagonal element of D d is the tubal-scalar d, so the term in parentheses on the right is the result of subtracting the same tubal-scalar off the diagonal of A. Thus, it would seem that to get a handle on eigentuples, we need to find d such that A−D d is not invertible. This brings us to the notion of determinants for tensors. Our convention of thinking of A as a matrix as tubal-scalars for entries leads us to the following definition.
Note that the output of the determinant of a 2 × 2 × n tensor is a tubal-scalar, and not a scalar (unless n = 1). Now it is easy to see that expansion by minors in the usual way (with scalar multiplication replaced by * ) is well defined for A ∈ K m×m n . In order to connect determinants with invertibility of tensors, it is again necessary to appeal to the Fourier domain. Proof. We prove this for m = 2, extension to the general case is obvious. We have
where the last equality follows by linearity of the discrete inverse Fourier Transform. But the tubal-scalar in the interior has as its jth element the determinant of the jth face, namelyâ
(j) 21 , and the result is proved. We need one more important lemma. Lemma 6.5. Given A, B ∈ K m×m n , det(A * B) = det(A) * det(B). Proof. Define C = A * B. We know the entries in C can be computed by first formingÂ,B, then computing pairs of matrix products in the Fourier domain:
, so using the preceding lemma and this equality, the jth Fourier coefficient of det(C) is the product of the jth Fourier coefficients of det(A) and det(B). But by Fact 1, this is exactly the right-hand side of the equality we were trying to prove.
Finally, we are in a position to show that if Q is an orthogonal tensor, det(Q) can have no zero Fourier coefficients.
Lemma 6.6. Let Q ∈ K m×m n be an orthogonal tensor. Then det(Q) has no zero Fourier coefficients.
Proof. By the definition, Q T * Q = I, and by the preceding lemma, det(Q T * Q) = det(Q) T * det(Q) = det(I). But it is easily shown that det(I) = e 1 , which has no zero Fourier coefficients. Because of our Fact, it follows that neither det(Q) nor det(Q T ) can have zero Fourier coefficients, or we would have a contradiction. Is the determinant linked to the invertibility of the tensor? To see that this is so, consider first an f-uppertriangular A ∈ K m×m n . This will not be invertible if any diagonal element a jj has at least one zero Fourier coefficient. The ith Fourier coefficient of det(A) is 0 iff the ith coefficient of anyâ jj is 0. If that happens, ρ j < n, and we know that N (A) is not empty and thus A is not invertible. We can move to the general case using the t-QR of A and the fact that if A = Q * R, det(A) = det(Q) * det(R), and det(Q) has no zero Fourier coefficients.
Thus, if we want to find an eigentuple for A, given (6.1) we should of course look for where
It follows that
must be a polynomial (note scalars have been replaced by tubal-scalars) of degree m in d, call it p(d). What constitutes a zero of this polynomial? Going back to the test case of an f-uppertriangular A ∈ K 2×2×n , the characteristic equation is obviously of the form
Clearly, there are roots a 11 , a 22 . But, as we illustrate below, there are actually may be many more roots in K n of this equation! Theorem 6.7. When n is even, there may be as many as n/2+1 2 solutions in K n to (6.5). When n is odd, there may be as many as
. Proof. Taking Fourier transforms along the tubes and the equating componentwise gives the n scalar equations
Each scalar equation can be satisfied either byd
22 . In order for the inverse FFT ofd to be real, we must maintain conjugate symmetry. Thus, when the first n/2 + 1 terms (in the even case) or (n + 1)/2 (in the odd case) terms are selected, the remaining components ind are determined.
The preceding theorem indicates that generalizing matrix eigenvalue algorithms, such as the power iteration, is not completely straightforward and will require a little more investigation.
Powers of Tensors.
If we want to investigate the extension of the power iteration, QR iteration, and Krylov subspace methods to tensors under the t-product framework, we need to look closely at what A k means for positive integer k and our m × m × n tensor, A.
Let k be a positive integer. Then
The result can be computed using
. 3) . Thus, to investigate what happens with a tensor power, it suffices to study these individual matrix powers.
Suppose
For convenience, suppose entries in each of the diagonal matrices Λ (i) are ordered in decreasing magnitude so that the 1,1 entry of Λ (i) , denoted as λ
1 , has the property
, where V comes from inverse FFTs along tubes of the tensor with faces Z (i) , D comes from inverse FFTs along tubes of the tensor with faces Λ (i) . Let W ∈ K m n be the initial vector for a power iteration. Consider A k * W. Now W = m i=1 V i * a i for some tubal-scalars a i , and so
So, one would expect that, under this ordering of eigenvalues in the Fourier domain, a power iteration for the tensor A (in the original space) should converge to the eigen-tuple corresponding to the largest magnitude entries of each Λ (i) . But, without the proper normalization of the candididate eigenmatrix at each iteration, this will not happen! The easiest way to see this is to recall (2.1) so that we can either try to do a power iteration on the big block diagonal matrix on the right, or we can do individual power iterations on each of the blocks. What we want to do is equivalent to running individual power iterations on each of the blocks, which requires that each of the individual length-m candidate eigenvectors be normalized (in the 2-norm) to length 1. But without this normalization, one would end up running the power iteration on the big block diagonal matrix, which would pick off only one (or 2, given conjugate symmetry) eigenvalues of the big block diagonal matrix and their corresponding length-m eigenvectors.
We therefore propose the following power iteration, which uses our notation of length and normalization from the previous section, which will converge to the eigentuple that corresponds to finding the largest magnitude eigenvalue of eachÂ (i) . 
Algorithm Power Iteration
So, the standard QR iteration for tensors works exactly as it does for matrices in the sense that it produces a sequence of tensors that are unitarily similar to A. It is easy to see that A could first be reduced to f-upper Hessenberg or f-tridagional (in the facewise-symmetric case), and then QR Iteration is applied after the direct factorization step. The following algorithm makes use of the t-QR factorization from [9] (also described in Observation 2.3 ).
Algorithm QR Iteration
It is straightforward to show this iteration is equivalent to doing QR iteration on each of the subblocks of the block diagonal matrix in Fourier space and so convergence (to f-upper triangular, f-diagonal in the symmetric case) is assured when the appropriate conditions for convergence are met for each of the blocks in Fourier space. Convergence (theoretical) should be to the factorization A = V * D * V −1 where D is the one you get when the eigenvalues are arranged in descending magnitude order.
In future work we will investigate the implications of adding tubal-scalar shifts as well as behavior of the algorithm in finite precision arithmetic.
6.3. Krylov Subspace Methods. The Krylov tensor generated by A and B comprised of k lateral slices is defined according to
We assume that k ≤ min( , m) and that B has an invertible normalization tubal scalar, and we consider here only the case where (using the definition in the previous section) dim(N (K k )) = 0, which should ensure that we have no "breakdowns" (see below). The basic idea is to directly extend Krylov iterations by replacing matrix-vector products by t-products between the tensor and a matrix. Based on the discussion in the previous subsection, this approach is equivalent to applying a matrix Krylov method on each of the blocks in the block diagonal matrix (in Fourier space) simultaneously, and therefore to get the method to work the way we want, we have to normalize appropriately. With this in mind, we give versions of the Symmetric Lanczos iteration (compare to the matrix version, [25, Alg 36 .1]) which would be applicable when A is symmetric positive definite, and bidiagonalization (compare to the matrix version as in [25] ).
Algorithm Symmetric Lanczos Iteration
Since we have assumed for simplicity that the algorithm does not breakdown, in exact arithmetic taken to k steps this would produce Q T k * A * Q k = T where
is an f-tridiagonal k + 1 × k × n tensor. Suppose that T = V * D * V T , then in analogy with matrix computation, we call lateral slices of Q k * V the Ritz-matrices. Note that when k is small, we can possibly afford to find the eigendecomposition of T directly: we need only compute O(k) FFT's and IFFT's of length n, then O(n/2) tridiagonal matrix eigenvalue problems (in the Fourier domain).
Golub-Kahan iterative bidiagonalization (often referred to as Lanczos bidiagonalization) can likewise be extended to the tensor case:
Algorithm Golub-Kahan Iterative Bidiagonalization 3), so it is not quite appropriate to think of tensor CG as quite akin to minimizing the A-norm of the error. On the other hand, if A is symmetric positive definite, then since the tensor CG routine is in exact arithmetic doing CG on n, m×m subproblems in the Fourier domain, theÂ (i) norm of the error is being reduced on each of the subproblems as a function of k. Thus, the Fourier coefficients of X T k * A * X k are being reduced as a function of k, from which it follows that X T k * A * X k is decreasing. In exact arithmetic, using our definition of orthogonality, we do still get orthogonality of the residual matrices, and A-conjugacy of the search directions. Note that we perform a normalization step initially to prevent growth in factors.
Algorithm t-CG
7. Numerical Examples. In this section we give two examples illustrating the potential of some of the previously developed theoretical and computational framework.
Image Deblurring. The most basic model of linear image blurring is given via the matrix vector equation
Kx + e = b where x := vec(X) is the vectorized version of the original image, K represents the known blurring operator, b := vecB is the vectorized version of the recorded blurry and noisy image. The noise vector e is usually assumed to be white and unknown. In many deblurring applications, the matrix A has significant structure. For purposes of illustrating on Krylov solver algorithm, we will assume that K is block circulant with Toeplitz blocks.
The presence of the noise forces one to use regularization to damp the effects of the noise and make the system better conditioned. The most well-known type of regularization is Tikhonov regularization, in which case one solves
and λ controls the amount of damping. The normal equations for this optimization problem are The assumed structure on K ensures that K T K + λ 2 I is still a block circulant matrix. Given this structure, as discussed in [10] , an equivalent way to formulate the problem above is
where A is obtained by stacking the first block column of K, and X = twist(X), B = twist(B), and d = λ 2 e 1 . Since the purpose of this example is to illustrate the performance of the tensor-CG algorithm, we will assume that a reasonable value of λ is already known -choosing regularization parameters is an important and well-researched topic and far beyond the scope of this illustration. The parameter we chose in this problem was simply selected by a very few trial and error experiments.
In our test problem, we will consider a 128 by 128 satellite image. We construct a blurring matrix K that is block circulant with Toeplitz blocks as described in [10] (specifically, K here is equivalent toÃ in that paper), and folded the first block column to obtain A. The true image X is given in Figure 7 .1. The blurred, noisy image is created first by computing A * X , where X = twist(X), then adding random Gaussian noise with a noise level of 0.1 percent. The blurred noisy image is shown in Figure 7 .1. We set λ 2 = 2 and found that after 42 iterations, the minimum relative error between X and the image estimate was obtained. The resulting reconstruction is given in the rightmost subplot of Figure 7 .1.
In this problem, since we did not have the exact solution to the normal equations, we could not track
where E is the error between the exact and computed solutions. However, assuming λ 2 is a reasonable value, E ≈ X − X k where X k denotes the kth iterate, and plugging this estimate in for E, the resulting approximation to E T * (A T * A+D d ) * E is given in Figure 7 .2. It is indeed decreasing, and stagnates where we appear to have reached the optimal regularized solution.
Projections and Facial
Recognition. In this experiment, we are provided with a set of 200 gray-scale training images of size 112 × 92. The images are from the AT&T training set [1] and consist of photos of 40 individuals under various conditions. We construct a normalized database of these images as follows. From each image we subtract the mean of all the images. Each of the adjusted images are placed as lateral slices into a tensor A.
In a real facial recognition scenario, if a new (normalized) image Y becomes available, the size of the database is too large to manipulate to determine the identity of the person in the photo. Thus, the desire is to compress the database, and one way to do this would be to truncate the t-SVD of A [3, 6] . The implication is that that first k lateral slices of U contain enough information about the photos in the database that computing the projection coefficients of the projection onto the t-span of the first k columns of U should reveal the identity of the individual. In other words, since In this example, we compute an estimate of U(:, 1 : k, :) for k = 20, using the tensor GK iterative bidiagonalization algorithm from the previous section. In Figure  7 .3, we show the original image (leftmost), the reconstruction using the first k terms of the U from the t-SVD, the reconstruction using the estimate based on the GK iterative bidiagonalization routine from the previous section, and the reconstruction from the well-known eigenfaces (aka PCA) approach [27] with the same number of basis vectors. In the eigenfaces approach, the database is a matrix arrived at by unfolding each of our columns of A, the basis vectors are traditional singular vectors, projection is done by applying to the vectorized form of Y, then reshaping. We believe our tensor-based approach 5 is superior because it enables use to treat the images as the two dimensional objects that they are. In [9] , it was shown that if A = U * S * V T , then summing each tensor in the third dimension we obtain a matrix SVD of the summed A. In this plot, we show the result of summing S in the third dimension compared with summing the estimated leading submatrix of S along the third dimension. There is good agreement for small k. For large k, we need to consider that convergence is not happening on each face ofÂ (i) at the same rate. The study of convergence is left Fig. 7.3 . Reconstructions of certain views of individuals in the AT&T database. Left is using 20 columns of the t-SVD U matrix; middle is using 20 columns of the estimates of U via our bidiagonalization; Right is using 20 terms of traditional PCA. Note the similarity between the leftmost pair of reconstructions, and their superiority over the more traditional PCA approach.
for future work.
8. Conclusions . The purpose of this paper was twofold. First, we set up the necessary theoretical framework for tensor computation by delving further into the insight explored in [2] in which the author considered tensors as operators on a set of matrices. As our numerical examples illustrate, there are applications that benefit from treating inherently 2D objects (e.g. images) in their multidimensional format. Thus, our second purpose was to demonstrate how one might build algorithms around our new concepts and constructs to tackle practical problems. To this end, we were able to extend familiar matrix algorithms (e.g. power, QR, and Krylov subspace iteration) to tensors. Clearly, more work needs to be done to analyze the behavior of such algorithms in finite precision arithmetic and to enhance their performance -for instance, adding multiple shifts to power iteration. Also, monitoring the estimates of the condition vector introduced here may help to explain when the problem could be "projected" down to a problem of smaller dimension, as certain components may have already converged. We anticipate that further study will reveal additional applications where the framework presented here will indeed prove valuable.
